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PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF

ON A 42° SWEPI’BACKWING

By Leslie E. Sc4neiter
.,.

SPOILER LATERAL CONZROL”‘“’

AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS

and Howard L. Ziff” :.

SUMMARY .

An investigateion at tmansonic speeds has been performed in the
Langley high+peed 7- by 10-foot tunnel to detemnine the roll.ing-
effectiveness characteristics of a spoiler on a double-wedge-type
semispan wing having a sweepback angle at the leading edge of 42°.
The tests were performed’by a method similar to thsNACA wing-flow
method of testtig which i~volves placing a small model In the high-
velocity-flow field generated over a curved surface.“ The spoiler
configuration tested was developed in a low-speed, large-scale
investigation on a wing of similar plan form but having a different
airfoil section.,

The results indicate that a’hovea Mach number of 0.6, the
effectiveness of the spoiler in producing rolling “mc&6nt~t’an angle
of attack of 30 increased as a Mach number of O.gO was approached.
At Mach numbers greater than O.~; the spoiler effectiveness
decreased rapidly until a l@ch number of l.0~ was at%ained, above
which point the effectiveness increased slightly as speed was further
increased. At no time did the spoiler effectiveness drop to less
than 79 percent of the value at Mach numbers between O.~ and 0.60.

,. : INTRODUCTION

One of the many problems’arising frm the use of sweptback wings
on high-speed aircraft has been securing adequate lateral control,
particularly in the transonic speed range. In order to obtain
solutions to this problem, the NACA is.currently investig~ting
various lateral-control dev+ces at transonic speeds.

One tyye of control that appears to offer.scme advanta~es is
spoiler lateral control. ‘Possible advantage of this type of control
are the reduction of wing ‘twistingmoment and of control operating
forces, the favorable yawing moments associatedwith spoilers, and
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the fact that, because of the’location of the spoilers, the trailing
edge of the wing is available for “full-spanhigh-lift flaps.

—
, —.

The present investigation has been made to study the behavior
of a spoiler configuration on a 42° sweptback wing in the tranaonic
epeed range. This particular spoiler configuration was developed
at low speeds on a wing of similar plan form. The results of the
transonic speed,spoiler tests are presented.herein for a Mach number
range from approximately O.~ t~ 1.25 at 3° angle of attack, and for
a small angle-of-attack range at a constant’Mach number of 0,98. The
testing technique involved the use of a small umdel mounted on a
transonic bump which.was attached to the floor of the Langley high-speed
T-by lo-foot tunnel.l

S~OLS AND CORRECTIONS . ,.

cl
,.

rolling+mment coefficient ‘fLi/q~)

77 wingm.ean aerodynamic chord (M.A,C.), 0.207 $OQ$ ($~:’2G2 +

c local chord, feet, measured parallel to,plane of symmetry
of model

..

b twice span of semispan model, 0.914 foot, measured “’
perpendicular to plane of symmetry of model

..

s twice area of eemispan model, 0.165 square foot
. .

Lf model rolling moment, foot-pounds, a%out pJane cd?;sWetrY .
-.

q average dynamic pressure for air stream over model, pounds

(J

b/2
per square foot ~ Pvz

)
2 dy

bc) 1

P mass density of air, slugs per”cubic foot

a angle of attack with respect to chord plane at root or model,
degrees

%he technique used-is similar to that reported as being ‘
developedby the Lockheed Aircraft Company and the staff of the . , m
Southern California Cooperati~e Tunnel. (Sq6,article \’Lockheed
~Bumpl New Research AiiL1lAviation Newe, vol. ~, no. I-6j ,..
Apri121, 1947, p, 10,)

.
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.
v~ iocal air-stream velocity, feet per

., : ‘,

Ml local air-stream Mach number

.

,.

second

H free-stream total head, younds yer square,foot

El local total head, pounds per square foot
. . :,

R :“Rejcnoldsnvni’r

Y spa~se distance ~om plane of Syme,tryimasured on a line ‘
perpendicular to plane of symmtry .oi’model, feet

No corrections have been applied to the data and the data
presented include the forces on tie root cover plate.

ZE3T~G TECHNIQUE . “
..,

The tests were performed in the Langley high-speed 7= by 10-foot
tunnel which is a closed-throat, single-return tunnel capable of
reaching choking Mach nuniber. In order to obtain tmnspnic speeds in
the tunnel.,an application of the.NJWA wing-flgw method of testing
{reference 1) was made. This mXhod of testing at $ransonic speeas
involves placing a small model in the high-velocity-flow field ‘
generaimd over a @uwed surface. The research work on the developmmt
of the transonic bump configuration%epcrted herein covered a period
from late October 1946 to April 1947. ” The spoiler tests were performcl
at the close of this period. For this investigatiori,a transonic -
%uq with ~-inch span and kO-inch chord having the upper half of an
NACA 16-o4o airfoil section was nmmted on the floor of the tunnel at
en angle of attack of 2°. A sketch showing the relative location of
the b~, modelj and Wlanoe center line is shown in figure 1. h “
electrical stiain-gage balance system was mo~ted in the bump to
masure the ro2J.ingmdments on the.madel, Ths chamber containing the
balance system was sealed except for a small o~ening around the base
of the model. ,,,.

Provisions were made for changing the angle of a~tack of the
model while the tunnel was runni~. The angle of attack was measured
with a calibrated potentiometer a.zida galvanometers.

. Preliminary pressure distributions over the surface of the clear
Wmp were made using orifices placed chordwise along the center of
the bump and spanwise along the LLIE of ~ thicluless;Of the bump.
The location for the model test section was chosen at the chordwise
region having the most nearly constant Mach nwnber as determined from
these surveys. Vertical total-pressure and stitic-pressure surveys
were then mde, again with th
region decided upon ‘asthe 1031K%3%$=~?!%ecK~Yzber

-
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distributions determined from the vertical and chordwise surveys are
presented in figure 2. The vertical distribution of dynamic pressure
was approximately the same as the vertical distribution of Mach
number. It will be noted from the curves of chordwise variation of
Mach nunber that this variation is mll UP to a test ~ch @er
of 0.87. Above this Mach number the variation of Mach number with
chordwise location b~ccmes erratic. The calculation of the Mach
numbers for the distribution above the bump was based on the total
head at the point In question; whereas the chor”dwisedistribution of
Mach number (along the surface of the bump) was based on the total
head at a point Just above the bump boundary layer. The effective
Mach number for th~ tests was taken as the.average over the span of
the m~del. This Mach number was correlated with the index of tunnel

Pa -P.
speed - where Pa

Pa }
is atmospheric pressure and P iS the static

,.,
pressure Op the @nnelwll ahead of the ’bu.mp.

Figure ~“presents the variation in total pressure with height
above the bump for a Mach number of 1.24...The ne~lY cons~nt ~ch
number portion of the vertical Mach nunilerdistribution curves is
within the tunnel-wall boundary layer 46 may tieseen from a comparison
of figures 2’and 3. With the particular binhp-tunnelcombination, the
tunnel boundary layer flows over-the.bump and has the effect of reduc-ing
the vertical variation in Mach number distribution normally associated
with flow over an-curvedsurface”.“ : .

It is realized that there are nwerQusfac~ors affect~w the
accuracy of”the data. The effects of such-factors as tho spanwise
and chor~wise ~~,~iationin Mach “numberand dynamic pressure over the
surface of the model and the”effect of the field of ~low of the model
on the calibrated Wch numbers and.dynamic
the model) are as yet Undetermined, but it
of these fac.t.qo?sin ,thismethod of testing
these smilar factqrs’””hherentin the NACA.....

. . .
.,’ ,,.

.,. MODEL

pressures (obtained without .
is felt that the effects
are of the same order as “
wing-fl~ method.

----

.,

:, .,.,
. .

The semispafiwing’”@del used for these testswa$ tide of winch
steel plate to the d~ensions shown in figure 4. The airfoil e~tition

...

was of the,double-wedge’t~el having a round nose and a sharp trailing
edge. The leading-and trailing-edge angles were kept co~t~nt t~oug~
out the span. NO ttiistor dihedral was incorporated in the model. The
aspect ratio was 4;6,’“’the-%aper rat~ was ‘0.63, and the,swqep’backangle,
relative to the leading edge, was 4
and kept so during the tests. A’

~. Thwwing smfacewasyolished
~-inch brass end plate, 4.03 inches
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in diameter, was soldered to the wing at the root chord to cover the
clearance hole between the balance and the surface”of the bump. The
end plate was bent to conform to the contour of the bump at the model
and was attached to the model in such a manner as to afford a ,constant
clearance of 1/16 inch between the lower surface of the end plate and
the upper surface of the bump. The plate
from the balance chamber in the immediate
model. The spoilers, cut and bent from
projection of 5 percent of the local wing
in place as shown in figure 4.

with

.. ,

Rolling moment was
spoilers through a

TESTS

prevented any flow to and ..
icinity of the root of the

L inch sheet brass, had a
chord and w,eresoldered

measured for the plain wing and for the wing
Mach number range from 0.52 to 1.25 at a

constant angle of attack of 3“, and also through an angle-of+ttack
range frcm +?o to 3° at a constant Mach number of 0.98. The variation
of Reynolds number with Mach number for these tests is shown in figure

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

,,

5’.

The variation of rolling+mnent coefficient produced.by the spoiler,
with Mach number is presented in figure 6 for an angle of attack of 3°.
The results show that above a Mach number of about 0.6, -theeffectiveness
of the spoiler in producing rolling moment increased as a Mach number
of 0.90 was approached.

At Mach number’sgreater than O.gO, the spoiler effectiveness
decreased rapidly until a Mach number of l.0~.was attained, at which “
point the effectiveness increased slightly as speed increased. ‘At ‘no
time did the rolling effectiveness drop to less than 79 percent of-the
value at Mach numkers between O.~ and 0.60.

One test point is presented at a Mach number of 0.18 for ccsnparative
purposes. This point was obtained froma low-speed, large-scale investi-
gation in which the spoiler configuration used in the present investi-
gation was developed. The wing used in the low-speed investigation had ~
shnilar plan-form characteristics but had an l’J.@l~1-112 airfoil
section (measured perpendicular to the unswept quarter+hord line) as i’:;-.
compared with the double-wedge-t= section used in the tests at
transonic speed.

at a
The variation
constant Mach

of rolling+wment coefficient with angle of attack
number of 0.98 for the high-speed tests and 0.18 for
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the low-speed, large-scale tests is presented in figure 7. For the
high-speed tesis, the effectiveness of the spoiler in producing
rollirigmanent Increaeed rapidly with increasing angle of attack from
_20 to 20.” Increasingthe angle of attack to 30 resulted in a large
drop in spoiler effectiveness. The low-speed effectiveness of the
spoiler r+ined fairly constant, however, for the same angle-o~-attaok
range.

It shouUi be noted that the vari.ationein rolling effectiveness
herein dtscussed are for a spoiler of >percent projection only. The
results of the low-speed investigation indicate that,the ,effectiveness
of the spoiler will be very low or may reverse at small projection~,
especially at high angles of attack. The results presented herein
would, therefore, be directly applicable to an intermittent control
system such as might be used on a missile. Additional research will

c be necessary to determine the high-speed variation of effectiveness
t with projection to make the re”sultsapplicable to the proportional

control system normally used in man-carrying aircraft.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results of -ll+cale epoiler effectiveness tests on a 42°
swept%ack, doutlwedge-type semi~pan wing at transonic speeds show

“’”’””thatabove a Mach number of 0.6 the effectiveness of the spoiler in.,
producing rolling mcment at an angle of attack of 3° increased to a
Mach number of 0.90. At M%ch numbers greater than O.~, the spoiler
effectiveness decreased rapidly until a Mach number of 1,07 was attained,
above which point the effectiveness increased slightly as speed wae
further increased, At no’time aid the rolling effectiveness drop to
less’than 79 percent of the value at Mach numbers between O.~ and 0,60.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratccry
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va. .,

,“,,
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